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ABSTRACT
A STUDY TO IDENTIFY THE NEED
FOR VIDEOTAPED TRAINING MATERIAL
FOR CIVILIAN CLUBS
by
Terry Clark

The purpose of this study is to determine if there is a
need and a market for the production of video-taped employee
training films specifically geared to subjects unique to club
management.

Data was collected by telephonic inquiries to the

major commercial film houses affiliated with the production of
hospitality training films, by inquiry with all nationally
organized club management associations, and routine queries with
professionals in the field on the subject matter.

The hypothesis

is upheld by the research and the study goes further to suggest
an answer to this need by production of training films.
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THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
This project hopes to show there is a need in civilian
clubs for a broadly based selection of videotape training
material, specifically, produced with club operations in mind,
that managers can use in periodic employee training sessions to
upgrade the overall efficiency and operation of the club.
OBJECTIVES
The first objective.

The first objective is to determine

what is available in the hospitality industry in the form of
videotaped employee training material specifically geared to
club management.
The second objective.

The second objective is to use

this special project as meritable contribution by student members of Club Managers Association of America in competition for
the annually presented Student Chapter Achievement Awardo
The third objective.

The third objective is to create a

mechanism to produce revenue for the Student Chapter at Florida
International University in the form of selling a video cassette
training film.
The fourth objective.

The fourth objective is to encourage

the national board of directors of Club Managers Association of
America to endorse the concept of student chapters annually producing a videotaped training film that will, in turn, establish
a film library dedicated solely to the management of clubso

1

2

THE HYPOTHESES

The first hypotheses is that a need exists for videotaped training material specifically produced for club operations that can be inexpensively produced

~

student chapters of

Club Managers Association of America.
The second hypotheses is that the videotaped training
films can be processed for orders, marketed and controlled by
national headquarters of the Club Managers Association of
America.

THE DEFINITION OF TERMS
Club.

A club is any gathering of selective, specific

humans in a defined, delineated place for any social or recreational activity. 1
Club Managers Association of America (CMAA).

The Club

Managers Association of America is a non-profit membership
organization composed of club managers representing over 3,000
2
private clubs throughout the world.
The objectives of the Association include:
1.

To promote and advance friendly relations between
and among persons connected with the management
of clubs and other associations of similar
character.

2.

To encourage the education and advancement of
its members.

3.

To assist club officers and members through
their managers, to secure the utmost in
efficient and successful operation.

Club
gories:;---

Mana~ers

Association of America Membership Cate-

Provisional Member.

A person who at the time of applying

1Ted E. White, Club Operations and Management, GPI Publishing Co. Inc., Boston, Mass., 1979, p. 2.
21982-1983 CMAA Yearbook (Confidential Copy), CMAA Nat•l.
HQ., Bethesda, Maryland 20817, p. 18.
3Ibid., P• 35.

3

4

for and election to membership in the Association, and is employed
as an executive,

mana~er,

or assistant manager of an entity

defined as a private membership club.
Active Member.

A dues paying club connected member en-

titled to hold office and take part in all business affairs of
the Association.
Associate Member.

An associate member is a disengaged

active member that retains the entitlement of membership without
the right to vote or hold office until the time he reengages in
a position of club management.
Student Member.

An individual who is enrolled in a hos-

pitality course of instruction in an accredited college, university or school for undergraduate or graduate students.

Such

membership does not entitle the holder to vote or hold office
in the Association.
Retired Member.

Active or associate member who is at

least sixty-five years old who has been a member of the Association for an aggregate period of fifteen years.
Honorary Member.

Any individual who has rendered

special service of value for the promotion and advancement of
the welfare of the Association.
Surviving Spouse Member.

A membership status afforded

surviving spouses of a CMAA member that entitles member social
privileges, publications, newsletters and magazines.
CMAA Student Chapter.4

A dues payin~ membership non-

41983 CMAA Student Chapter Handbook, (CMAA National HQ,
Bethesda, f'1aryland), p. 6.

5

profit association located at an accredited college, university
or school hosting courses in hospitality management.

Objectives

of the Student Association are to:
1.

Inform college and university students about
club management as a profession, to make them
aware of the career opportunities in club
management and to serve as the liaison
between the practicing professionals and the
academic community.

2.

To provide students with employment opportunities within the club industry by means
of part-time employment during the academic
year, through opportunities for summer
employment, work-study internships, and by
placement guidance upon graduation.5

All student chapters are required to have a CMAA liaison
manager and faculty advisor.
CMAA Liaison Manager.6

An active CMAA member who acts

as an advisor and works with student chapter, faculty members,
and the local CMAA chapter.
Club Management Institute.?

The Club Management Institute

is the official educational section of CMAA, managed by the
51983 CMAA Student Chapter Handbook, op.
6Ibid., p. 12.
71982-1983 Yearbook, op. cit., p. 48.

cit.,~·

13o

6

Institute Committee (five active members of the Association
appointed by the Association President) to develop and maintain
a program of education in which the most advanced principles
and precepts of professional club management will be available
at all times to those who are employed in the club management
field, and to universities which offer club management as a
regular or special course of study for students who desire
training in the subject.
Mid-Management Referral Service. 8

A monthly listing,

published by the National Office and received by officers of
each chapter, containing names and qualifications of applicants
interested in securing positions at a club as assistant manager,
maitre'd or food and beverage assistant.
Student Development Committee.9

A committee of active

club members whose scope it is to develop, promote and execute
programs to make students attending hospitality schools aware
of CMAA and the opportunities available within the club management profession.
Student Chapter Achievement Program. 10
achievement program is one of recognition by

C~~A

The chapter
for out-

standing work and successful accomplishments by the student
chapters within the Association.

Areas of judging include:

81983 CMAA Student Chapter Handbook, op. cit., .p. 16.
91982-1983 Yearbook, op. cit., p. 10.
101983 CMAA Student Chapter Handbook, op. cit., Po 14.

7

(1) Educational Programs; (2) Membership Growth; (3) CMAA
Involvement and Published Articles;

(5) Special Projects.

(~)

Employment in Clubs;

The first student chapter achievement

award will be presented for the school year 1982-1983.
Information, Research and Publications Committee (IRP
Committee). 11 The IRP Committee composed of active members
whose scope it is to evaluate the need for compiling professional
and industry data through Association surveys and other means.
Also, general responsibility for and supervision of external
publications of CMAA and the responsibility of advising the
Board of Directors of procedures that would make such publications
effective and useful.

1982-1983 Yearbook, op. cit., p. 8.

ASSUMPTIONS

ASSUMPTIONS:
The first assumption.

The first assumption is there is

a need in the private club management profession for training
material, other than textbooks and other printed matter, to
allow managers to conduct periodic employee training sessions.
The second assumptiono

The second assumption is that

student chapters throughout the United States will have the
resources to produce subsequent training videotapeso
THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS STUDY
Outside of governmental agencies, there is currently
no production of audio visual aids available in commercial or
association libraries that covers specifically the subject of
hospitality management in private country clubs.

Many of the

member demands common to the club operations do not exist in
the hotel, airline, resort or restaurant operationso

These

unique methods of operation are not commonly appreciated by
hourly-waged employees and are slowly learned through perseverence and experience in the club.

Employees who may be apprised

of the unique methods of club operations through the exposure
to this training material may allow them the opportunity to
adjust more rapidly and be a better employee of the clnb.
If accepted for further development, this project will
be a precedent setting step forward in furthering the educa8

tion and development of club employees, thus enhancing the
quality of service club members expect, and exemplifying the
professional manner in which employees meet the members wants,
needs, desires and expectations.
The precedent setting method of educational programs will
illustrate once again the Club Managers Association of America's
dedication to their objective to provide education to persons
connected with the management of clubs and to promote and
encourage efficient and successful club management.
If accepted for further development, the project will
serve as a vehicle to educate student members through the
annual production of subsequent training films on varied subjects unique to the operation of clubs.

THE REVIEW
OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

A Historical Overi!J'iew
Training of

11

requiring attention.

tavern" employees has always been an area
The hospitality industry, borne from the

family operated taverns has changed significantly throughout
the years.

The model tavern was operated by the family nucleus

with the father being overall manager, the mother or daughter
in the kitchen, and other family members attending to the
details of service.

Outside the family resources would come the
hard labor in the maintenance and upkeep of the tavern.l 2
Skills were basic and training was passed on from older members
of the family to younger members.
The introduction of new equipment, machinery and an
interest in nutrition and sanitation in the late 1800s changed
the conceptual framework of the hospitality industry and made
formal training a necessity. 1 3
At this point taverns changed
to hotel and restaurant operationso

The method of most of the

training in the hospitality industry then and even recently is
expressed in the following excerpt:

1 2Donald E. Lundberg; James P. Armatas, The Management
of People in Hotels, Restaurants and Clubs, 3d Edition; (Wm.
c. Brown Co. Pub., Dubuque, Iowa, 1974), p. 66o
13rbid.

10
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Your dilemma is shared by many:
desperate for help, you grab the
first warm body of (sic) the street
and put him/her to work washing
dishes, bussing or waiting tables,
greeting guests, mixing drinks,
doing God only knows what ••• in a
business where the ratio between
customer and customee (that's you
and your swill (sic) help) is as close
to one-to-one as you can get outside
of a message parlor and ought to be-in many instances--as intimate; and
then, when your profits start to drop
off and when your employee turnover
becomes so great you've decided (and
rightly so) to replace your service
entrance with a revolving (sic)
door, you wonder how it all happened
and decide, like your pal (sic) down
the street who just happens to be
contemplating another wholesale
revision of his/her menu and the prices
thereon, to blame the recessionol4
In the middle of the 1900s the

u.so

Government, with

the Department of Labor, recognized a void in the training of
personnel in the food service industries and spent 100 million
dollars to expand and speed up training employees in the hotel
and restaurant industry.l5

This coincided with the greatest

boom of the industry during and following World War II.
Hospitality training programs throughout the United
States developed in a large,number of high schools, community

14Author Unknown, "Training: The Only Way to Fl..;y, 11
Hospitality, July 1975, p. R38.
15Lundqerg and Armatas, op. cit., p. 157.

colleges and vocational schools in the past 50 years.

Along

with these increased educational opportunities, such great
institutions as the Culinary Institute of America are producing
some of the best skilled and qualified work force for the industry than ever before.
With the tremendous growth of the fast food restaurants,
chain hotel and restaurants and management contract operations
in the past thirty years, much time and money in the personnel
departments has been expended to formalize the training techniques of employees.

Development of policy and procedure

manuals, job descriptions, task analysis, orientations and
testing has become commonplace with some of the leaders in the
industry.

This, too, is necessary because of the sophisticated

equipment and the scientific approach to operations that has
come with this equipment.

Layout and design of facilities

have been geared to accept a particular performance level of
the employee and every effort is made by designers to make
efficiency in operation high and errorless as much as possible.
Basics of Training
Many managers

k~ow

what they expect from employees but

do not communicate this need either through praise, constructive
criticism, training or testing.
With a good training program the club can achieve many
benefits, among them are:

.l.J

(1)

Increased Learning Rate

(2)

Increased Quality of Performance

(J)

Decreased Breakage and Spoilage

(4)

Reduced Number of Accidents

( 5)

Reduced Labor Turnover

( 6)

Reduced Absenteeism

(7)

Increased Production

Among these the most obvious outcome of training is
increased productivity (and that means profits) which should
result for the employee increased earning power, prepare them
better for advancement and give them an increased feeling of
security and economic independence.
Donald Lundberg and James Armatas express this in form
of an equation:
P

= COMPETENCE

p

= Performance
= Proficiency
= Proficiency
= Productivity

p
p
p

x MOTIVATION

p = Knowledge
p

= Profit

Competence implies knowledge, education and particularly training.
They continue to add that training consists of a 4-step
job instruction method:

14

(1)

Prepare the learner - place in proper position

(2)

Demonstrate the operation

(J)

Have the person do the job

( 4)

Follow-up

Other methods of instruction may include:
(1)

Orientation lecture and tours

(2)

Sponsor training

(3)

Role Playing and skits

(4)

Problem situation and skits

On the orientation and sponsor training methods, the
following is excerpted from Hospitality, July 1975 article:
One of the most important things
in training is indoctrination of
the people when they first come
to you. The majority of the employee turnover happens the first
day, the first week. It is simply
because the fellow just doesn't
feel like he 1 s really been accepted
in his f~t day, his first weeko
"I always tell people to think back
to the first day they were on a
job in food service. You couldn't
even go to the restrooms because
nobody told you where it was. And
you didn't know what to eat or
where to eat. At the end of the
week, everybody got paid and you
didn't. You thought they'd forgotten you."l6

16Jack Miller,

11

Training," Hospitality, July 1975, p. R)8.

15

Segment of the Market - Clubs
Very little written material has been published on the
training of personnel in the civilian clubs.

Membership

associations such as Club Managers of America and Club Managers
Association of America have, as their foundation, educational
programs, but these programs and seminars are geared primarily
to the management level of educationo

However, Club Managers

Association of America does offer written training materials
and films on the following subjects:
Food Preparation
Give Your Eggs a Break
The Hamburger Sandwich
A Cool Head for Salads
Fast Sandwich Making
Preventing Waste
Vegetable Preparation
Food Service
Food Service is People Service
Taking the Order
Mr. Bus Boy
Selling Wine and Liquor
Sanitation
Why All the Fuss?
Rules Make Sense
Management
Eye of the Supervisor
Motivating Through Insight
Flight Plan
Delegate--Don't Abdicate
The Time Machine
The Manager and the Law
It is apparent here that areas of concentration are on

16

the preparation of foods and

mana~ement

and many more key skilled

and unskilled functions within the club could be explored through
education.
A fact finding search of related material does bring to
light

inspirin~

highlights of training in clubs.

In two unrelated

articles, five years apart, the name of Jack Miller appears as a
leader in the field of club management

trainin~o

Professor

Miller was an associate professor in the Department of Hotel,
Restaurant and Institutional

Technolo~y

at Community College of

St. Louis, Forest Park Campus, and later became Chairman of the
department.

He states his philosophy of employee training:
The critical thin~ in your {manager's)
career planning--what you are doing
10, 15 or 20 years from now--depends
on how well you are doing your job
right now. The people who work for
you will let you succeed to the
degree they want you to succeed.
If they are going to help you, you
are going to have to help them by
training them, by giving them the
tools to do their jobs. I know you
don't have the time, but somehow you're
going to have to go in and ~ive on-thejob training under a systematic program.l?

Professor Miller was a former club employee and restaurant
manager prior to his activities with the community college.

He

has also made many contributions of time and talent to the
National Restaurant Association.

The key to his philosophy is

17Eldon Miller, "Traininp; Program? You•re Kidding! , 11
Club Management, December 1976, pp. 16-18.

17

the systematic on-the-job training program.

He stated that such

a program would consist of:
(1) A training budget
(2) Qualified instructors

(3) Demonstrations

(4) Audio/visual aides
And the essential ingredient is for management participation in the training.

11

Actually get in the trenches and show

your employees how the job is done.
be time-consuming.

It will be tough; it will

But in the long run, it should pay in

improved staff performance and club operations .nl8
Jack Miller and several associates from the Community
College were featured speakers at a regional Club Managers of
America meeting where the emphasis was on employee training.
Some managers, especially those of smaller clubs, openly
questioned the value of training.

Their complaints ranged from

low pay, small number of employees, satisfied membership with
what they have in employees.
Even after several hours of seminar, reluctance existed
on the part of these professional club managers to a need for
a systemmatic program of training for
The

u.s.

11

their 11 clubs.

Army goes a long way to formally educate and

train the club managers.

They also, in the past ten years,

have developed many training aids such as training briefs
18Eldon Miller, 6p. cit., p. 18.

fo~
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employee training at each site, to be taught by managers.

These

training briefs are inexpensively reproduced and can be given
to the employee for observance during the training session and
later for reference.

Over 100 training briefs include such

specific subjects such as:
Security of Your Assets

Beverage Control

Food Preparation

Food Spices and Garnished

Standardized Recipes

Bingo Operations

Risk Management

Monte Carlo Gaming Nights

Other training aids come in the form of film, either
16mm or 3/4" video tape that are produced by the

u.so

Army Club

and Community Activities Management Directorate in Washington
(the main staff agency for overview of club operations).

These

presentations are very professionally produced on specific
subjects and are supplemented by training briefs and a short
examination.

Examples of what is available in audio-visual aids
1
for the employee training program are ,listed below: 9
BEVERAGE CONTROLS
SF-20-564

Cash Controls

SF-20-565

Inventory Controls

SF-20-566

Sales Accountability Controls

19Author Unknown, "Films and Videotapes," Armv Host,
September/October 1981, p. 6.

19

FOOD MANAGEMENT
Marketing, Menu Item Development and Merchandising
Product Development and Specifications
Food Purchasing
Receiving, Storing and Issuing
Food Production
Food Controls
Service and Sales Accountability
OTHER FILMS AVAilABLE
Receiving Meats
Napoleon and The Empress Recipe
Mexican Extravaganza {How to Do a Promotion)
Improved Technology
Tremendous advancement in technology has improved the
quality of video presentations in the past forty yearso

From

32mrn camera cirnetography to the present 1/2 11 video cassette
television systems are benefits to the user. 20

In the past ten

years technological improvements in the quality of equipment
including cameras and players, have made the television
receiver the most accepted, preferred and economical method of
producing and using video presentations.

Major movie producing

companies, television broadcasting companies, and other commercial film makers are convertinf\ 16mm film or 3/4" video tape
to the 1/2 11 Video Home System (VHS) or BETA format to make it
20 11 How to Make Smart Video Connections,n Pamphlet by
Xantech Corporation, 1982, p. 1.

20

available to the user who can economically purchase a video
recorder/player and use it in a variety of uses.
recorders/players can

be

These video

purchased for as little as $250 and

have the capability to record from the television, or play
pre-recorded video tapes on a variety of receivers ranging from
five inches to six feet in area covered.
Higher cost of video recorders/players depends on the
additional capabilities the purchaser may desire on the machine.
This method of viewing video presentations is predicted to be
the best method for years to come because of the capability of
the system, the economical purchasing price of the equipment and
materials associated with the production, and the end user
acceptance to the product.
Commercially Produced Training Films
The leader in commercially produced training films in
the food preparation and service areas is National Educational
Media, Incorporated, located in Chatsworth, California. 21
Institutions, businesses, schools, and military and governmental agencies in 100 countries use these films to set higher
standards of job performance while helping employees to achieve
They also cover such subjects as professional
those standards. 22
management, communications and selling, cashiering and security,
21Telephone call between writer and Bill Bartelt, UoS.
Army Club, Washington, D.c., April 1983.
22 NEM Inc., 1982 Catalog, National Educational Media,
Inc., p. 1.

21

hotel and tourism, and public health.

A listing of film titles

available for rent or purchase in the professional Food Preparation and Service Series include: 2 3
FOOD PREPARATION
{1)

Deep Fat Frying

(10)

Braising and Stewing

(2)

Give Your Eggs A Break

{11)

Vegetable Preparation

(3)

Carving the Rib Roast

(12)

Simmering and Poaching

(4)

The Hamburger Sandwich

(13)

Short Order Cookery

(5)

Broiling

(14)

The Microwave Oven

(6)

A Cool Head for Salads

(15)

Sauteing and Pan Frying

(7)

Sandwich Preparation and
Presentation

(16)

Soup Preparation

(8)

Fast Sandwich Making

(17)

Preparing Stocks

(9)

Roasting

(18)

Kitchen Knives:
Safe and Efficient Use

INTERNAL CONTROLS
(1)

Portion Control: A Team Effort

(2)

Preventing Waste

(3)

Using Standardized Recipes

(4)

Receiving and Storing

(5)

Food Purchasing I:

(6)

Food Purchasing II:

(7}

Bar Management: Internal Controls

General Principles
Let the Buyer Beware

FOOD SERVICE
(1)

Courtesy: Food Service is People Service

{2)

Courtesy: The Inside Story
23NEM Inc., op. cit., p. 12.
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FOOD SERVICE-cont.

(3)

How Do You Look When it Counts?

(4)

Taking the Order

(5)

Presentation of Food and Beverage

(6)

Table

(7)

Bussinf;

(8)

Rush Hour Service

(9)

Cafeteria Service

(10)

Hosting

( JJ.)

Banquet Service

(12)

Buffet Layout and Service

(1)

The Efficient Bus Person-Assisting the Server

Settin~s

BEVERAGE SERVICE
(1)

Selling Wine and Liquor

(2)

Bartending

(3)

Bar Management: Internal Controls

(4}

Hand Washing of Kitchen Utensils and Glassware
SAFETY

( 1)

Kitchen Safety: Preventing Falls

(2)

Kitchen Safety: Preventing Burns

(3)

Kitchen Safety: Preventing Machine Injuries

(4)

Kitchen Safety: Preventing ·Cuts and Strains

( 5)

Kitchen Safety: Preventing Fires

(6)

Care and Cleaning of Kitchen Equipment

(7)

Dining Room Safety

SANITATION/HYGIENE AND PUBLIC HEALTH
(1)

Dish Machine Operator

(2)

Sanitation and Hygience: Why the Importance?

(3)

Sanitation and Hygiene: Basic Rules

(4)

Dining Room Sanitation

(5)

Sanitation: Rodent and Insect Control

(6)

Personal Grooming and Hygiene

Each of these film presentations are available in the
following formats: 2 4
(1)

Standard 16mm color/sound film

(2)

3/4" V-Matic and 1/2" Betamax and VHS video-cassettes

(3)

Super-Bmm Automatic Cartridge System

In addition to the film product, these films are supplemented with student study guides, discussion leader's guide, and
an instructors guide.

This instructional material rents for

approximately $70 each, per week, or

c~n

be purchased for approxi-

mately $300 average per subject of instruction.

24NEM Inc. Catalog, op. cit., p.2o.

ANALYSIS OF THE OBJECTIVES
AND RELATED RESULTS
Objective

~·

The first objective is to determine what

is available in the hospitality industry in the form of video
taped employee training material specifically geared to club
management.
Telephonic inquiries to headquarters of the National
Restaurant Association, International Military Club Executives
Association, Club Managers Association of America, National
Educational Media, Inc., Continental Film Products Corporation
and the

u.s.

Army Club and Community Activities Directorate,

plus library search within film libraries, have resulted in the
identical answer to this subproblem.

There is no company

currently in existence that is producing videotaped employee
training films outside of governmental agencies.* The

u.s.

Army has discontinued duplication of their food and beverage
management videotaped series because many of the systems and
procedures depicted in the film have become obsolete. 2 5 This
training material has been replaced by frod and beverage technical manuals.

The

u.s.

Air Force Club Systems are continuing

to use video-taped presentations to teach and test skills of
employees.

The

u.s.

Army spokesman commented that the films

certainly filled a void in education during that period, but
there are no short or long term plans to produce any fnrther
25Telephone call with Bill Bartelt.
*Specifically geared to civilian club management.
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video-taped

trainin~

material.

They have tasked individual

unit managers to implement a periodic training program on a
regularly scheduled basis
club operations.

coverin~

many subjects unique to

This training schedule is supplemented with

written material for the instructor and employee.
The second objective.

The second objective is to use

this special project as a meritable contribution by student
members of

C~~A

in competition for the annually presented

Student Chapter Achievement Awardo
The criteria for selecting one of 17 active student
chapters for presentation of the Annual Student Chapter Achievement Award was created by the student development committee,
agreed upon by officers of each student chapter, liaison
manager and faculty advisor, and approved by the CMAA National
Board of Directors for implementation effective the 1982-1983
A tentatively completed (period runs through
School Year. 26
June 1983; however, our Spring semester concludes April 22, 1983)
entry summary is included as Appendix A.

This entry will be

examined by the Student Development Committee of CMAAo

The

committee will present a traveling trophy award to the chapter
selected as the winner with a miniature trophy to be kept by
the winning chapter.

The first winners for school year 1982-

1983 will be properly recognized at the 1984 CMAA National
Convention to be held at the Opryland Hotel, Nashville; Tennessee,

CM~A

26"The Chapter Achievement Al-rard for Student Chapters, 11
Pamphlet, 1982-1983, p. 1.
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during the period February 12-14, 1984.
The third objective.

The third objective is to create a

mechanism to produce revenue for the student chapter at Florida
International University in the form of selling a videotaped
cassette training film.

This objective was reached with the

production of such a film that was made available for marketing
and is on file with the FIU Media Center.

Outline of objective

completion follows.
Purposes
(1)

To create a professionally produced, high
quality, color, videotaped training filmo
The subject of the film will be unique to
the club management field and the quality
will be such as to attract the desire of
C~~A

members to purchase the film for use

in employee training sessions at their
clubs.
(2)

To develop a vehicle with revenue producing
capability to offset expenses for student
travel and lodging to localp regional, and
national CMAA conferenceso

Background
In June of 1982, Gene Marshall, a director of the South
Florida Seminole Chapter, approached four members of the
Sunblazer Student Chapter (FIU) with an idea to produce a

training film as an entry into the annual idea fair contest
sponsored by CMAA.

This was to be a cooperative project with a

dual purpose of the idea fair contest for the Seminole Chapter
submission and a revenue generating project for the Student
Chapter.

A chronology of events leading up to the actual

production of the film follows:
Sentember 3. 1982:

A steering committee meeting was

held at Florida International University between four student
members, four Seminole Chapter Members and the faculty advisor,
Ted

~fuite.

Gene Marshall indicated the Seminole Board had

approved $500 to offset initial expenses of the film that would
be returned to the Seminole Chapter if sales generated sufficient revenue.

Ted

~ite

stated that the School of Hospitality

Management had agreed to the project and the University's film
media department would support the production of the film.
Ted White was selected as director and script writer for the
project and he discussed six major areas of concern:

(1)

Script - The script should focus on Country
Club service.

One table of four guests will

be served French style service and the other
four f111est table will be served "American
Club Style Service."
{2)

Location -Don Sheehy, Liaison Manager for the
Sunblazer Student Chapter (FIU) and General
1'1anager, Westvie1t1 Country Club, offered his
facility, food, and personnel for the projecto
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(3)

Finances - Financing will be required for
payment of transportation, labor materials
and professional editing of the film.

The

suggested price of the film will be discussed later.

(4)

Personnel - A mixture of students and Seminole
Chapter Members will be used for the eight
guest acting roles.

Support personnel for

the shooting of the film will come from the
Sunblazer Student Chapter.

(5)

Releases - Copyrighting of material will
require some investigation.

September 7. 1982:

At this meeting Ted White introduced

a brief script and provided it to the group for comments and
rapid return to him for completion.

~1ajor

rutcorne of this

meeting was the title, "Your Club: It Serves You Right, 11 as
recommended by John Gerecter, Seminole Chapter Membero

Length

of the film \'las agreed upon as 10-15 minutes.
October 13. 1982:

At this meeting Ted White provided

an updated script which included camera
field, time spans and a prop list.

an~les,

audio, camera

It became apparent at this

meeting that a great deal of expertise, other than club management skills, in the field of movie production was needed to
produce any type of film.

The steering committee reitterated

their gratitude to Ted White for his talent in this area and

the dedication he was demonstrating during the project meeting.
Professional narration was agreed upon by the committee.
Development of music score to accompany the film must be
accomplished.

Dress of guest actors and employees was determined.

Final decisions were made by the committee on the menu.

Sug-

gested selling price of the finished production was still
pending.
November 3. 1982:

At this steering committee meeting, a

complete review of the script was made.

Many personal opinions

of likes and dislikes in the techniques of service, proper
food items and service, and preferences dominated the decision
making on the script.

It was clear at this time that continual

changes would take place unless a deadline was established for
possible changes to the script.
steerin~

It was agreed upon by the

committee that no more changes would be made to the

script after this revisiono

Ted vfuite had speny many hours

writing the script based on input from the steering committeeo
Copy of final script is at Appendix B,.

A two-day (one for

rehearsal, one for shooting) time table was established for
production.

The projected production dates were scheduled for

January 14, 1983, and January 21, 1983.

Many arrangements

had to be made between actors, purchases of materials,
scheduling of shooting crew (FIU media), location set up, food
procurement, crew assistants and labor.

The effectiveness of

this coordination was essential in view of the limited production time.
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January 14, 1983:

The production rehearsal was, in

essence, a dress rehearsal in view of the fact shooting would
commence the following Friday.

All involved (minus FIU

media) met at the Westview Country Club and spent the greater
part of the day deciding location, angles, props, positions,
narrative, lighting, acoustics.
January 21. 1983:

A total of 26 people were directly

involved in the shooting of the film.

All labor and food

products of Westview Country Club staff were donated by Don
Sheehy and the Westview Country Club.

Actors from the Seminole

Chapter and Sunblazer Student Chapter were volunteers.
crew and production assistants were volunteers.
costs were borne by participating volunteers.

Support

Transportation
FIU media per-

sonnel donated personnel and equipment for the shooting.

The

only direct expense included:
Each

Item
3/4 11 Video Tapes
VHS Video Cassettes
Graphics
Narrator
Editin!Z' (JB)

Quantity

20o34
18.10
35 or older

10
3
3
Total:

Amount
$203.40
54o30
4.34
105.00
13 5. 00
$502.04

The shooting of film totaled 48 minutes of camera time
which included audio.

Many takes of settings were made; how-

ever, more takes would have been preferred if time allowed.
The direction of the shooting was completely under the control
of Ted White.

Its success would not have been possible without

his vast prior experience and expertise.

Participating members
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arrived on the scene at 11:00 A.M. and the concluding scenes
were shot at 9:30

P.~1.

Control, patience, and good direction

led to the success of the shooting session.
January 22,

1983-~1arch

7, 1983:

During this period

extensive rough editing, narration dubbing, musical score
addition, and final editing was completed in the FIU Media
Center.
The narrator was a professional broadcaster.

The

musical score was written and performed within the FIU School
of

~1us

ic (This alleviated any possibilities of copyright in-

fringements).

The FIU l\1edia Center was lacking in the proper

equipment to fade and add the audio, thus the quality of audio
was not up to expectations.

If a commercial firm with extensive

equipment would have been hired (at a considerable expense)
the quality could have been improved.

Additionally, since State

production equipment was used, individual credits such as
actors' names, production names, etc.,. could not be illustrated
as credits on the film.

The film was copyrighted by The Sun-

blazer Student Chapter (FIU) and the School of Hospitality
Management, Florida International Universityo
Also during this period a thought provoking written
examination to accompany the training film was written and
published.

Copy of accompanying examination is at Appendix Co

March 9. 1983:

The premiere showing of the film was

accomplished before an audience of Seminole Chapter

~1embers

at
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their monthly meeting.

The film was well received.

a survey was taken among the

mana~ers

At the

meetin~

to determine how many

of them would buy the film for use in their clubs and how much
should be

char~ed

for the film.

Many managers stated they would

buy the film (influenced group) and the agreed selling price was
established at $100.

(NEM Training films average over $300 each).

This selling price has been accepted by The Seminole Chapter and
The Sunblazer Student Chapter (FIU).
March 13, 1983-March 18, 1983:

The film was continuously

aired adjacent to the student booth at the National Conference
in Caesar's Palace, Las Vegas.

The reception from CMAA managers

was very good and unsolicited requests for copies were turned
into the student booth during the conference.

The film was

critiqued by the best in the business and only favorable comments
were voluntarily received by Sunblazer Student Chapter Members
attending the conference.
The fourth objectiveo

The fourth objective is to

encourage the National Directors and related committees of the
Club Managers Association of America to endorse the concept of
student chapters annually producing a videotaped training film
library dedicated solely to the management of clubs.

Inclosed

as Appendix D of this study is correspondence to the National
Office outlining the proposal, requesting adoption,

an~

out-

lining responsibilities of all parties concerned to implement
this project.

The action will go first to the Information,
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Research and Publications Committee and then will be presented
for vote by the Board of Directors.
Ms. Julie Bebardeleben, staff representative for the
IRP Committee at National Headquarters, endorses the concept of
producing videotaped training films to facilitate easy training
techniques in clubs and advancing the educational goals of the
Association.

She has professional background in broadcasting

and was enthusiastic about the concept.

The response received

from the National Office will clearly represent the success of
this fourth objective.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
This project has been successful mainly due to the
contributions of all parties involved:
A.

The Sunblazer Student Chapter (FIU)

B.

The Seminole Chapter, CMAA

c.

The Faculty Advisor, Mr. Ted White

D.

The Liaison Manager, Mr. Don Sheehy

E.

The Faculty and Staff, Florida
International University

It has taken many months of planning, organization,
meetings, detail writing, research, cooperation, coordination,
and voluntary contributions of time and talent of those participating.

It is not an easy project to undertake for people

outside the field of film production.
expertise in film producing.

It requires a special

It is even more complicated

working with the limited budget and at the same time trying to
achieve a quality presentation.

It requires a driving force

to cause all of these aspects of the project to materialize,
and thankfully this writer was able to provide that ingredient.
Conclusion
Hopefully this project will not be concluded.

Instead,

this project will be the start of continuing benefits in
education and financial assistance to all student chapters of
CMAA and to the overall goals of the Association.
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APPENDIX A

FLORIDi\ INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
TAMIAMI

CAMPUS

•

MIAMI,

FLORIDA

33199

•

(305)

554-2591

HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT

Student Development Committee
Club Mana~ers Association of America
7615 Winterberry Place
Bethesda, Maryland 20817
Dear Committee Members:
This cover letter will serve as a supplement to your
approvec1 entry form for the 1982-1983 Student Chapter Achievement Award Co~petition. Para~raphs will coincide with numbers
and letters printed on your scoring criteria.
Paragranh lA: Admittedly our chapter has been negligent
in the proper recordin~ of meetin~ minutes. The dates listed
on the entry fo~m not accompanied by minutes were reconstructed
from personal calendars, training film minutes, or from correspondence to the membershi~ announcin~ future meetmgs. This
material follows page 5 of entry form. Most business meetings
were held at tre Hospitality School. At least one member from
the student cr&pter attended each senior chapter meeting and
renorten that Rctivity back to the membership. Two senior
members were hosted by the students to address a club management class at the University.
Para~ra~h lC:
One field trip this year was simply outstandinR: ar. .d bPlJ.efited those attending tremendously. Roger
Omlie, Pine '.:ree Country Club, DelRay Beach, Florida, with
three other C~~A Club managers from Indian Creek, DelRay Dunes
and Quail Ridge Country Clubs, treated fourteen student members
to au orientation visit to each of the clubs \-lhich are located
within a three-mile proximity of each other. At one club a
specific topic such as 11 Relations with the Board of Governors 11
wa~:; disc:H>sed, another subject at the second club, etc., culmina tin~ with a luncheon with all students ann managers.

Para~r?.~h 4a:
Rich Gorman, Howard Wilson, Paul D'Andrea,
Samuel Smith, George Martin, Ro~er Weger, Terry Clark, Mike
Nelson and Gary Tohiczyk have all worked in clubs.

Paragranh 4B: As a result of membership in the student
chapter and at '·endance at the Natiornl Convention, Pa'tricia
Lyrm:- v:ill be e::.ployed by the U.s. Army in Ge~many as a club
assistant manap_e'" and Marsha Hempst .... ad will be employed as the

THE STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA
ECUA, QPPf!'lT ."J!IY E ',lP: ')YfR

FLORIDA. INTERN.r\TIO:\L'\L UNIVERSITY
TAMIAMI

CAMPUS

•

MIAMI,

FLORIDA

33199

•

(305)

554-2591

HOSPiTl.l.ITY ~~ANAG!:.ME.NT

a;::s iE'ta:.1t food and beve:r-age manap::er of the Memphis Country Club.
E£rP~ranh 5\:
Th~ most imnortant aspect of our student
cher<:;p:r activities this y~ar has been the development and
p:roa 1':ti.o"'1 of a vldeo-·tA.recl traininp: film entitled, "You:r Club:
It 8""1"vcs Ycu Ri~tht." t~ r,:roject pape:r cove:rinp.; this subject
i::- i~·.• ::lur1ed as Inclo~u:re ). :'he completed video cassette (VHS)
hPs reBn pr0vided t~P co~mittee under sepa:rate cover.
~1is ~roject t~nk th~ expertise, experience, knowledge,
tr· ::.""1.-l., r. -:mP., d:ri ve and pe1·severa:nce of all ir:vol ved to complete.
E~ ~-,.~ ":~e~tir.~.g in the d~velOl)Inent s tar,e was an education in itself.
Ir.'. c::. ·.remP'1t ln the devE.l.:;rment and production required working
W"l :.; , ~) -~"'~io:r ::JCt.t..Ur:e:rs, tLe liaison manager, the faculty advisor,
enr· E>mnJoyE:;;_"S of ChlbS. -·re students involved With this project
t:::h--1''' i rr:orB insight iu.;o the ·::>perations of clubs than could have
t•en Dossible in a claE:room.

YC' .1r Rttcnt ion is levi ted t·l page 26 of the p:."oject report
that Clc8ls suecifical.l.v wlt'1 the viaeo-trainjng filM nroduced
c'"l·):.crat; v'"-'ly with the South Florid3. Seminole CLapter.

Respectfully Submitted,

TERRY ClARK
,President, Sunhlazer Chapter

TI:.D HHITE
raculty Advisor

THE ::,iAlE uNI\tRSITY SYSTEM OF FlORIDA

STUDENT Cl!APTER J\CHTEVDlE~T PRO<~RAN

A. SUBJECT

The chapter achievement program is one of recognition by the Club Managers
Association of America for outstanding work and succe~sful accomplishments
by the student chapters within the association.
Chapters summarize and document their involvement in actJVJtles and present
the results to the association for evaluation and finally for appropriate
recognition at the Annual Conference.
The Chapter Achievement Program is separate from the Chapter President's
annual report. The association bylaws require all Chapter Presidents to
submit an annual. The chapter achievement program is optional and has
no requirement for participation.

B. PREPARING THE ENTRY
Participating chapters are required to complete an entry form which h:.1s been
approved by the Student Development Committee. ,\Jdi ti0nally, the chapter may
use any supporting data and informatjon they wish to accompany the forn.
The quality, appearance and substance of supporting material will also be
evaluated anJ. will become part of the judging criteria.
Entries must be submitted to the National Office no later tl1an July 31,
unless otherwise noted. The entries will contain material pertaining to
the chapters' activities for the entire school year (Sept.-June). 1 "he
entries will remain in the possession of the National Office. Chapters
,,ho \dsh to have their entries returned must proY ide fer appropriate
arrangements.

C.

JUDGI?\G

Judging is the responsi"bility of the desigin;Jted committee.
areas for judging are:
1.

Eili1~ational

Prinnry

Programs
growth

3. 01At\ involvement anJ pu:-,lished articles

4. Employment in clubs

5.

Spc~ial

pr0jects

D. AWARDS
The commi ttec 1-:ill present a tr::wel ing trophy ah·nnl to the chapt<'r sclL'-:t cd
as the winner with a miniature trophy to be kept by the winning chapter.
Other appropriate recorniton will be extended to other E'ntrit'S

1

CRITERIA FOR SCORING POINTS FOR
STUDENT CHAPTER ACI!IEVHlENT AWARD

CO~!PETITION

SUBJECT
1. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

SCALE OF~
1 - 25

A. Include copies of all chapter minutes
(How do these programs relate to club management?)
B. Chapter meetings
Social/business/educational/ fund raising
C. Field trips
2. NHlBERSHI P
A.
B.

1 - 10

growth by percentage
of new members

~lE'mbership
~umber

C. Attendance of meetings by percentage
3. CMAA 1\'\'0L\'HlENT and PUBLISHED .1\.RYICLES
A.

~umber

of members attending Conference

B.

~umber

of members attending Regional Meetings

c.

Number of members attending senlor CMAA Chapter meetings

] - 20

D. The chapter's contribution to student chapter development
E. Authored articles appearing in Club Management m:1g:1:::ine
and OUTLOOK. (Include articles)
4. EMPL0\1-1ENT IN CLUBS

l - 15

A. Number of members that have/are cmrloycd at clubs (:::tatE' 11amc:s)
B. Number of members that graduated and entered the C'lul'
management profession (state names)
5. SPECIAL PROJECTS

1 - 15

A. Could include: re~earch in special projects as it rcl:1tes to
club management; \\Orking with clubs solving prohlE'l'lS
POINTS TO BE EXERCISED BY Cmtr-IITTEE JUDCHiENT
A. These points will be based upon the ch:mters' achievement
and growth as it relates to tl'e p~·ogrcs~ of the chnpteT and
club management and quality of the entry itself.

1 - 15

STUDENT CIL\I'TER ACIIJEVDlf:\T AI\':\RD Cm1PETITION
j

Name of the Chapter

/

/

1
--------------.~--~~------------~------~~~

-----.

Name of the College/llniversi ty

l'

I,,

... I

!

Chapter President
/

Chapter Vice President
Chapter Secretary

/

._

I"'

.·

~"

.

~~--~-------------------------

Liaison Manager

I

----------------------~-----------------------------

Chapter Faculty Advisor
C~apter

j

i

'-----------

/

/

\ ;

Date

Treasurer

.'/
~---------------------

----------------~------------------------------------------

------

Sponscring 01.\A Senior ChapterJsY

_, 7
'.
·.;
~------------~-------------~-----------------

Submitted by:
Name

--------------------------------·--~--------------------------·--------------

Address

--------------Telephone number

(

J

~----~-------------------

---------

NOTE:
Pages 3 - 5 of this packet MUST BE COMPLETED <:::'1d SI!OULD \CC\J.'ll'X\Y YOllR Ei\TRY.
Five categories are repr0sentcd 1\'ithjn the chapter 8chie\cr.lcJ:t competition.
Irl order to maintain uniformity for all entries, it is suggcsted~l1at each topic
be tab~ed in accordance with the category.
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l.EDUCATIO~Inciude-minutes

of the meeting)

A. Type of ~!ceting
(social/business/
educational/fund raising)

r-

c['YC/'

'7

B. Date

Members At t cnJ i ng ( numhcr)

/o 1 :;,..1 (.._

.).'

r r.;J;:J

.(

/2,

1

--f
~·(~-~-~~~•.-------------

6

j-~)~;r>jJ/1..: .:_.
;:~ ;

j( !J / . } ~ / / ; .-

... .__, i/• '

.

1
-;:: , ;

··------

-; / ' ' I
/

',

.J

/Lf
')

r-·· '

I

~:1_27

(cr. ·l /~J :;.c £

/

T01 AL

2.

I 9~3
I 0 .f'l 2
c,"'rf 2 _

!).-

;r;8_3

8

C:/)

1-Z :·'-< 1.·,:- ::::_
------------------

:

].,"'---------

~~E~!BERSIHP

A. The number of merahers in the chaptL'r in September
B. The number of mc:mhers ill the
1

(.

~:hapter

--

in <June

___

d_/ ___

---~

t-1embl'l'ship growth (in,·rease/dC'CrCaSC') U)" pC'rccntage
\..___

;d

I

.----

D. Numb::r of new members n.·cruited into the chnpter this year·
E. Averag£' number of me-mbers who hnvc atl c:1dcJ chnptcr meetings
throughout the year. (State in percentage!

3. CMAi\

I~'\'OLVH1E!\T

and PUBLISHED ARTICLES

--~-

A. Number of chapter members at Conference time

3/

-------

B. Numh<:r of mcmb<:rs attending Conference

c.

Number of memb{'rs attending Hegional Meetings

D. Number of members attending senior 01AA chapter meetings
E. Include items that relate to the chapter's contribution
to student chapter development.

F. Include article appearing in Club Management magazine and
OUTLOOK.
4.

EMPLOY~IE;\T

How many o.rc> there?

IN CLUBS

A. Number of members that have/are employed at clubs
B. Number of member~ that graduated and have entered the club
management profession.
5. SPECIAL PROJECTS
A. Include in the entry a copy of the project with all pertinent
information need so that the committee can judge appropriately

POINTS TO BE EXERCISED BY

FOR

OFFJC~

CO~fr.1ITTEE

JUDGH1ENT

USE 0\LY:

Judge

Date

5

D~1 t

c

July 6, 1

?

t-:Pmbers Present
l •

Terry Clark
RorPr 1 'eeer
1. Phil Smith
4.
Patricia Lyons
s. StPven Cor"rs
A. Charlie Denth
7. \ 'i 11 Cheew~r
R. !'-'n rsha ~ ernps ted
9. Mefhan Beete1
10.
Valentino
11. Petf'}l;:lrtin

2.

The meetinp
flt:

WAS

cal1Pd to order by PresidPnt Terry Clark

11:30 am.

TrPa surer ?:.oper h.'ee;Pr s ta. tPd th2. t fl s of r, july 1982 thPre
,,,As .S 1 59 .40 in the C1uh' s trPa s nr-y.
ThP lPtter hAs bren written to StmJffer's for the rei_nh,,r~errent
of $7S.OO spent on decorations for our ln rnarch reot'eani7ation
f1mrt ion.
T~e

'Stu0f'nt r,overment As~ociAtio!l hPs estahli~hP<i an nccount
f"or 11~0 h;' C''!;o\ in trw Rrnnunt of S2S.OO for tho? fiscC'll year.

:\ motion h;r Fbil ~rni_th tbAt thP rluh's
ftr~rs ?,Sf''.'mP th<?ir
rluties Rt trP heginnin;r,. of Pilch
1.1 semester ~~nd their term
run thrnll;'h the: enrl of :; rrin,:' SP"le~ter. P<Hrir
Lynns .seconc1
thE' motion. · 'hP Mot ion rt:trrins.
·· rnntinn hy P<?tP r-:c<rrir tlv1t

tn

~pril nf e~ch ye~r
!J!1;:111ifT''111S1)' C:i'iTT'.erl.

o~ficPr

war srcond hy

<' r::kerl for e
t1 JP vn rn nr :' 0 s i r i

PrPs i dP nt C:l.:; rl:

re~ponsr

in f i 11 i

0 'l ~-;

r.·>

..
~

'{

"'"•

,,. !

i\ motion

~

1 .",

f

F>Ji:crion::: hp condL'Ct<?c4
Lyons a

P~:ric

~; p

o:
r :·c t
I

;o

.

cLa :: tP ~-

Phil sc!•ith that thr· S:'t. o;:' :\nrc: (Gordon inca
)
to rPrn,ain in his po~.ition, t?thf"r than movr ~~
to thP vacat·r·d position of sc•r'r·r•t?ry a.s t:'t-;ltf-'d in the
lz-o"t rc;
n~;tittltinfl Fas int:rnf11'C'(~d.
The rrnt·inn 1tlrlS -~eonnr1
'. i 11
ve
u-l"'' ir'Oil~·ly C:lrr· c:.
itrinr~

ci [\a i:s inp:

.·e

r (ct

t

rrc:. ~~r- f',t l
""'' ~-r-

i

t~ ~

-:~ ~ ·(

::.'

\It

t

f,

1';)

l'

~·

l.

Clfl
St·"ltP(1
t- th0
rr(>r r:rc··-]F:rl to p-r>nPrF\ tc f
s i n :JrrlPr to settci sturl0'1t (:1\~.\:. ;.,-.-~·t":r': t'~ t- lF' ~-c,tinn::ol
i n i· n r r r1 1 9 ~ 3 •
'\
ConvPnti on to ho h0ld in I.ns Vr
"' \ev;•d

Prt>~.::ic10:'lt

ft1

sident CJ;:1rk rPfPrPrl to<'! di.sr;us~ion
ich hP b::"1 l d ~··1
Gp:·e FRrshnll to dPvelo;J a viclPo tnpc:~ on the ~tlhjPrt
oF service in A rlt•h envi.nrr1ent.
The tapP t,'n!Jlrl
mr:JrlP
here At FI\ 1 Ano marketed n::ttionr1lly to C:l,:\-''\ r111l~ },'ar:>.
r~
nn Fl ;.:1rc1li1se or rr>rtA1 <'lfTOement.
Thiq ;':t:"OjPct \d ll br•
tmdPrtPtl:en this F2l1 anrl ~-ill neP(l the t0tr11. SUT"J;'Dr"t of n11
rhp ~tudent n;:\.\ r.lC'mbers.

~<r.

PrPs L:ent Terry Clnrk then sol iC'itPd thP mPmhe.,..c; for
fr1nrl r<Ji~inp irlf'AS,

!''P£'}1P'l E·P0tP1 stwf,0Sted the
nt n puhlic hr>r:ch.

sPllin~

of lPmnn-Airlf' and

oth~"'r

ire-t0::~

Pn:,sidenr Terry Clark E~sked r-.:egh.qn to accept the positior-J nf
fu'lrl Rniqin~ c· airpPrson.
:\ propoc:al hy ~tPVP ~orres to cot'lduc:r R r£1.ffle \0RS S'~lf:CPstPc'.
The pri7•"'"' of the ..:affle \vOr1ld incluc1r rlonatPri rlinDPr hy rhe
~<ie,mi RrPFl hotPls 211ri res':<=Jrlr:lnts •
sc:or :·:hitP nfferPd
to Assist in the i'1Qilirinf the tickets reguirerl. for thP rr>f~'"1r·.

PrPs irlr-:nt Terry f:l ark rPacl the lPtter of Rnr-:er Oml iP c;orwerninr>
thP ProPrP"SiVP Cl11h Dav. !'Iembers attendinr> \dll meet Pt R:OO
Pmon C:A~u,;-(1.-.:;_y 10 July j_n thr D~'-PArkin~ Lot.:. rc;r pool \d.ll
r\('
forfllPrl \vitr" ' ) j l , ' ('XJlPC'tPrl a;rival at th0 Qt18tl Ridr;e
C:ountry Club at 9: 2 0 ?m.
The clrPs s is casua 1
this funrt ion.
Other Business:

Presh1ent Terry Cl2rk Sll[':[J;estecl that thP Chr1.pter haw: a nRrty
in the early part of the Fall semester in ronjunction ~''ith a
memhershin rrive.
t\ C!•'i\/\ honth in conjunction \vith the SGt\ orientation 'vi 11 be
looked into to inrrPasP the cl11h' s mr>rnbersh ip.

ill ChPever supr-psterl that a :>Arty on h02-rd .q fishinp bo;1t
which rnu1ci he' thPmed AS "A h'Plcor10 ;\board Pa" '·.:·" be persuPcl.
',7i11 hRs been ask 0 rl to reseArch thP fp.qs1hi.lity of s11ch 2

.ting.
A motion was rnr:\rle by FetP tv'arti.n tllar the mH'ti
he
.~ournec1
an.rl spco.nd b\· Phil Smith..
The morinD1i,1;:1S unAnimouc:lv rarr:-ied
(3 nn
ttw mPPtln!_'> i•'RS ,<':ClJOtlrnecl f1 t
L:
nm.
•

z

A special ccmnittee meeting was called to order at ]0:07 am Septanber 3, ]982,
for discussion on the service video'tafe.
Manbers in atten::lance:

Terry Clark
Marsha Henpsted

Patricia Lyons
Gordon Kincaid
Professore Ted White
Guests fran Seminole Chapter:

Gene Marshall
Alfred Bassato
John Gerecter
Don Sheehy

The meeti.rY:i was opened with an opening statanent by Gene Marshall. Gene stated
that this film on service of Cotmt::ry Clubs and catering is a Student Acheivene.nt
Award program. The directors will be awarded $500 to get the film underway. '!he
pra:::ee:ls of the produced film will go to the student chapter.

Professor White has taken the jab of writi.n:J the script and the production of
t."'le film. He proposed -we go through 6 points needed for starting the production.
]•

Script- Professor White will make a broad outline. '!he script
is directed to Country Club Service. It will consist
of both services (American Club Service and French Service)
We will have 4 couples at 2 tables.

Gene Marshall brought up the point on - how to make a training video tape as a

project in itself.
shooting_~_done

2.

Shooting - It was agreed by !Jon Sheehy to have the

3.

Actors - The people that are professionals in the service area will be userl.

ati·Mest:V:i'ew.

A mixture of students of the Sunblazer Chapter and manbers of
the San.inole Chapter will also be userl.
Terry Clark suggested on e:;ua1 mix of jabs for professors, students and managers

for casting due to the Student Acheivanent Award approach.
4.

Location and Props - The location is at Westview and props will be
accessible at the location.

5.

Finances - We will need. the production professionally editerl.
Rehersal will take one day. Shcoting will also take one day.
{]0 hours)
Payment for transportation and labor.
The $500 given to us by the Seminole Chapter will be placerl
in the bank and we will draw separate checks as t.'"le production

goes on.

·2 of 2

6.

Releases - They will be needed to use the club an:l for all the actors
in case of any accidents. (legal :tXJrPOSes)

Professor White will have the broad outline out in the mail to Gene, Don, Alfred.,
and John for reviewing an:l ccmnents by Wednesday, Septanber 8. Then a follow
up meetin; on Friday, Septanber ]7, at ]0:00 am in Professor White's office.
Five ~king days will be needed for CCI'IlJletion of the script after reviewi.ng.
'!he video will be considered as 01M property for circulation.

The question was brought up about copywriting the videotape.
follow up on the particulars.
The o:mni ttee decided to sell the tape to other a:runtcy clubs.
detenn.:ined. after the production.
The deadline for cx:Il1?letion will be January ]5, ]983.
Meeti.nq adjourned at

J ] : ] ] am.

Patricia Lyons
Secretary, 01M, SUnblazer Chapter

Don Sheehy will
The price will be

The second special committee meeting on the videotape
"Your Club-It Serves You Right" was called to order at
10:05 A.M. September 7, 1982.
Members in attendance:
Terry Clark
Marsha Hempsted
Gordon Kincaid
Roger Weger
Professor Ted White
Guests from the Seminole Chapter:
John Gerecter
Gene Marshall
Don Sheehy
The meeting was opened with discussion of the script Ted
White had written and mailed to committee members and advisors.
It was suggested that a title be chosen that indicates
the videotape is oriented to club service tather than the
current title- "The Art of Dining", that suggests all
phases of hospitality dining.
The favored two suggestions were:
1. The Right way in Club Service
2. Your Club- It Serves You Right
From these, the latter, "Your Club- It Serves You Right" was
chosen.
There was total agreement on the scripts stated subtitle
and the discussion moved on to the length of tee tape.
Gene Marshall remarked that the length of the example film
on service shown last week was short enough to be interesting but long enough to get the information across correctly.
That film lasted approximately 15 minutes. Professor
White agreed to write the script with a 10 minute minimum
and 15 minute maximum time structure in mind.
A menu for the film was decided that would be colorful and
pleasing enough to photograph well and also portray the expert
culinary efforts available in clubs today. (The written
menu will be given at a later date).
In order to demonstrate two common types of service in
the club field, the members agreed the two tables wo~ld
have varying types of service.

Table #1-America Club erv1c~ lP~a~e or ~1~ver ~erv1ce)
with c ocolate souffle and coffee for dessert.
Table #2- French Service (Or Semi-French with either
Chef or Waiter Captain serving tableside)
with a ressert Cart and Cordial Cart after
dinner.
The following variations in the script were suggested and
agreed upon.
1. Scene 1:
Valet Parking a Bentley (or other prestigious
car reflecting ''Westviews "elite membership.Compliments of Don Sheehy!)
2. Scene 2a has been added:
Camera shot of dining room full of happy guests.
**Actors and Actresses to te Sunblazer chapter
members, Seminole chapter members, and various
wee members , all to be decided on next meeting.

J.

Scene 8:
White Wine Lnd not Champagne will be served at
table #2.
The Host at Table #2 will be giving all the orders.

4. Scene 11 or 12:
Separate Checks are to be mentioned for Table #1.

5. Scene 12:

Appetizers are ordered for table #1.

6.

Scene 19A:
Appetizers are served at Table #1.

7. Scenes 16-21:

In one or more of the Westview Country Club Manager
DON SHEEHY will appear in the dining room to greet
his members briefly.

8. Scene 2.3:
The phrase "Thank-you very much 9 please come
again" was to definitely be emphasized in the
script.

Maitre'd or Waiter/Waitress appears at table to
help with their wraps.
9. Scenes 24-25:
Chef in uniform will be appearing tobrief the
servers on the menu.

10.Scene11:/
The Maitre'd will be the inspector of the
--nining~oom set-up. A complete inspection will
include:
A. Seats Brushed
B. Plates positioned correctly with the
total setting and in-line with the
seats.
C. Clean and Flawless linen service.
A Personnel Inspection including:
A. --tlails

B.
C.
D.
E.

Make-up
Hair
Jewelry
Proper Dress

Flower presentations on table were suggested and t<J
be further discussed at the next meeting.
It was agreed that the $500 bift from the Seminole
chapter would be returned by the Sunblazer Chapter
Upon the receipt of profits from the sale of the
first videotap~s.
The next discussion centered on possible further
teaching benefits of the videotape. It was suggestad
that J-5 questions would be printed on the end of the
film with yes, no, A,B,orC answers. An example would
be:
The entree is served from theA. Right
B. Left
C. Over every members head
The narrator of the film is yet to be agreed upon,
but there are a few favored candidates in the running!
There was a brief discussion of possible future training
films if this film is a success.
Everyone around the table offeree their congratulations
and thanks to Ted White and his well detailed script
and organizational abilities.
The Meeting was adjourned at 11:15 A.M.

***

The original meeting scheduled on October 8, 1982 has now
been scheduld for Wednesday, October 1J, 1982 and will still
be held at Don Sheehy's Westview Country Club.
Marsha A. Hempsted
Treasurer, erMA, Sunblazer Chapter

Sert. 14, 1987

1. Patricia Lyons
2. t\ i 11 Ch-:.Pver
3. Pete !-lart in
4. Bra in Lmvrence
5. Paul D'Anrlrea
6. ~tPve Carries
7. tarsha Hempsterl
R. Terl '''hi te
9. Bob Shoomer
10. Gorrlon Kincairl
11 • Roger Fee;er
12. Terry Clark
1

ThE' ;110Ptinc; Has c; 11erl to order by Prcsirlent Terry Clark
at 12:2 0 pm.
The mjnutes of thP lac:;t mret
on July fl, and minutes of thP
special committPe meetin;:. '.Jere read by Secretary Patrie
Lyons.

Christmas Party at

tviAw by Don Sheehy on Dec. 14.

Professor ~~'hitP expressed that it \vould bP a Poorl idea to
Rttend. It j:: a crn:i1le a
ir 8nd if you arP'- intf'n~stecl let
Professor \:hite }:nm,,.
Dinner Party at Delray

ch Club on Nov. 11.

Treasurer ReiJort:
New Balance is $21R.09.
Treas11rer rarsha Hem;>sted
Cha rf,f's.

chan~;Pd

banks due to heavy serviC'e

Fund Rn isers:
i·!ep,han BeetlP was not at the meetine, and
report the fo1ooh'ine;, meAtin~.

i·'P

\vill ,,,ait for a

t-rcmbers'l ip Drive:
1-.7elcome Aboe.ni P:::rty is under conc;truction by ',:ill Cheever.

\1'e have a choice of places

i·JP

c?n

us0.

Terr~

~lark exprPsserl that -'i:inrlinc, a ple..ce \vas not tl•c :--rob1Pm
it's the funds.

ThPose invited to the
rty are chapter members, nev: m0rnbPrs,
anrl raffle tickPt holders.

Vidoe Project:
Special co•''"'littef' mr· :~ing ,,11_11 hP held on S0pt. 17 \,·ith
m0mhers of the Seminolf' Chapt0r.
~larsha

Hempsted has shm·m an interest in doct1mentine,
film project.

the

The purpose of this wideo is for the Idea Generation AwRrrl in
!-larch and also to raise money.
If we receive endorsement from Horace of

C~AA

we

c~n

receive

$100.
t-loney ivill

eo

to Gii\A Studf'nt Chapter.

Goals of Last Year:
h'e faile<i our 3oals hy not ['"ettine johs for CNt\/1 memhf'rs.
h'e must be a:~oun<i Seminole Chapter !'leetine:s Pte. to
t
exp ·. cd.
011r next meeting i\ ill be on OctobPr !'): I ·2sdny at 12:15 room
144. !'iarsha will make sure thi'lt it is w•':11 publicized.
1

l<eet in[?, 'vas adjourned at 1:00 pm.

FIU SUNBLAZER CHAPTER
SEMINOLE CHAPI'ER, FL.
SPECIAL VIDEO TAPE COMlV!ITTEE
October 13, 1982
The third special committee meeting on the video tape "Your ClubIt Serves You Right" was called to order at 10:08 a.m. October 13,
1982.
Members present from Sunblazer Chapter:
Professor Ted White.

Marsha Hempsted and

Members present from the Seminole Chapter:
Gene Marshall and Don Sheehy.

John Gerecter,

Meeting was brought to order by Gene Marshall with discussion on the
Student Achievement Award. He expressed regret the National C~~A
wouldn't be opening this category for competition until the 1984 convention. He then questioned the possibility of using this video tape
for the student category in 1984 with a positive answer.
Next discussion was on
the Seminole Chapter.
three were decided on:
a.
b.
c.
Gene Marshall
with the film
consists of a
Nem materials
questionnaire

what category to submit the video tape in for
Upon advice from Charles Smith, th~ following
The Educational Award
The Idea Fair Award
The Chapter Award

then suggested an educati011al program be marketed along
such as the National Educational Media presents. This
sheet with multiple choice questions on the films. The
were then turned over to Ted White to prepare an example
to be presented at the next meeting.

The next discussion centered on the new script rred white prepared and
presented. Ted has provided camera shots, the audio, camera focus,
and time spans in the new script. The script and prop list are to
be reviewed and commented on by the special committee members at the
next meeting.
The subject of the narration once again came up with Ted White taking
suggestions and the final responsibility for finding the individual
of distinction with a resonant voice.

.

Movie background will be provided by Ted White. Music must be changed
in order to be unrecognizable, otherwise it is distracting.
Gene Marshall volunteered to bring the topic of the video tape up at
the Seminole Chapter meeting Tuesday, October 19, 1982. Volunteers
from both the Seminole and Sunblaxer Chapters are definitely reouired
to produce the film.
~

FIU SUNBLAZER CHAPTER
Special Video Tape Committee" Minutes
October 13, 1982
Don Sheehy volunteered his WCC staff for the employees in the film,
with a male/female team doing the serving.
The eight guest actors in the film will be: John Gerecter and wife,
Gene Marshall and Don Sheehy's wife, Walker Brown and Sunblazer
Chapter student, and Terry Clark and wife.
John suggested alternates be chosen in case all actors were not available.
Dress of the actors and actresses was decided to be formal.
with ties for men, dresses for women.

Jackets

The marketing aspects of the film was brought up by Gene. He suggested
a mailing pi~ce as was used by the Minnesota Restaurant and Food
Association for their training films. The example and proposal was
turned over to Ted White for input at the next meeting.
Don and Ted have the menu all pla~~ed out. The subject of cost, due
to repetitive shooting and food preparation, came up. Financial
arrangements will be discussed later.
Discussion on copyright aspects of the film were tabled until Dan's
legal lawyer has a response from the contacted copyright l~wyer.
Ted estimated the films maximum expense to be lower than initially
expected. A mere $15 a film? Three years ago NEM marketed their
films for $15· The price for our video tape is still pending.
The final subject was raised by Gene as to the fe~sibility of Sunblazer Chapter students attending the NationalCIVAA Convention in
Las ~gas. Possibly arrar~ed by advance film sales in the Seminole
Chapter.
Ted White provided some possible answers:
Lodging - Provided in University Dormitories, free of charge.
Registration - Horace Duncan usually wa-res registration
fees for students.
Meals - Must pay the required members price.
Transportation - $278 round trip.
The next special committee meeting is scheduled for Friday, October 22,
1982, at 2:00 p.m. at the Westview Country Club.
Meeting adjourned at 11:10 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Marsha A. Hempsted
Treasurer, Cf!AA
Sunblazer Chapter

APPENDIX B
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CMAA T.V. P~GRAM
DESIGN SHEET
PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD

SCENE
DATE____
o_c_to_b_e_r__l_982

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER - - - - - - "Your Club It Serves you Right!"

CAMERA

PAGE#_!.._OF_ __

VIDEO

AUDIO
Intro music fade in
music to conversation level.

Nusic level down to
backgrou~d decibels.

CMAA T.V. PRbGRAM
DESIGN SHEET
PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER

CAMERA
Camera in back
of pickup truck
aimed straight on
to club entrance
Park truck about 12'
from entrance door.
Tilt up to transom. M.S.

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD

PAGE#_OF_ __

1
DATE._ _ _ _ __

VIDEO

AUDIO

Center the·name of club
"Westview Country Club."

"We, you and I, have been
invited to spend an evening
observing the operation of the
Westview Country Club dining
room. Here the food and service
is·considered the very best.
"Gene Marshall is Chairman of the film
project and the other C.M.A.A. Seminole
Chapter Committee membe.rs are: Alfred
Bassato, John Gerecter and Don Sheehy."

~msrc

Back ground music continues.

CMAA T.V. P~GRAM
DESIGN SHEET
PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER

CAMERA

2

DATE._ _ _ _ __

--------

VIDEO

Move truck parallel ·
to club entrance.' Keep
camera in truck bed.
Park 12'from entrance.
Left side of car about
20'away. Wide angle shot,
want complete front of car
in the picture.

PAGE#_OF_ __

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD

Car is p,arked about
20' from club entrance.
On signal car slowly
approaches, stopping
at entrance.
Car's approach is to
be as far as possible
from the steps.

AUDIO
NARRATOR
Narration cont1nues, "The Club valets
are on hand to park cars from member
guests. -

MUSIC

Background music continues under the
narration.

CMAA T.V.
DESIGN SHEET
PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER

CitMERA
Camera position
at rear of car.
Tilt up, shoot
obliquely at attendent
coming down step. Pan
to left lowering camera
for straight on shop.
Use MS, cut at knees.
Pan right and tilt up.
Follow to landing.

P~GRAM

PAGE#_OF_ __

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD
3

VIDEO
Attendant starts down
steps and approaches car.
Ladies in front and back to
right of driver and
gentleman in the rear
seat.
Attendent opens front door
first &assists first lady
out. She noves to the front
of the steps. Attendent
closes front door and opens
rear door, assisting lady
out.
Attcndent leaves camera
range around rear of car.
Gentlemen enter around
front.
Gentlemen join cadies
and start up stairs in
group.

DATE_ _ _ _ __

AUDIO
NARRATION
"Good evening

Attende'nt

Good evening ·
...

- _,_----

II

Second Lady

"Thank you

----"

MUSIC
Background music continues under
conversation.

CMAA T.V. PRbGRAM
DESIGN SHEET
PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER

CAMERA
Camera positioned
in door of dining'room.
Slowly pans from left to
right. LS focus at least
12' in front.

PAGE#_OF_ __

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD
4

VIDEO
Scene to show persons
dining in the dining
room.

DATE_ _ _ _ __

AUDIO
NARRATOR
"It is obvious that the members
fully utilize the amenities
offered. Note the generous spacing
'between tables to provide a degree
of privacy.

MUSIC
Background music continues.

CMAA T.V. PRtJl]RAM
DESIGN SHEET
PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER

CAMERA
Position camera
on dolly inside
entrance to dining
room to right of
door. MS-oblique
pick up guests as they
appear in doorway.
Side entrance of
Maitre d' Dolly back to
include the entire
party.

PAGE#_OF_ __

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD
5

VIDEO
Guests come through
the door in pairs
slowly. As they get
completely inside the
room, with the ladies
on their left and
the maitre 'd approaches from the left.
Maitre'd stops as
guests form semicircle, backs to door.

DATE____________

AUDIO
NARRATION
Maitre'd

"Good evening!

MUSIC
Conversation under background of music,
under narration to simulate crowded
dining room. This is done with
minimum of eight persons (male and female)
reading different news items, using
'
at least four different voices
inflections. Background music is playing.
Actors thru for same decibel level as
music.
nf A: t!. €.. A <'\o l...
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CMAA T.V.
DESIGN SHEET
PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER

CAMERA
Camera on dolly setup
at apex of triangle fo1med
'"i th two tables. Tilt
down f'.lS on table Ill
Stay '"i th table top at
bottom of picture.
Zoom in for captain to
pour an oz. of \oJine.
for A's and C's testing.

VIDEO

P~uGRAM

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD

PAGE#_OF_ __

6
DATE_ _ _ _ __

AUDIO
NARRATOR

"l'le are going to vielv two different types
of dining that our blub offers. At tl1is
table the host and hostess have invited
guests to celebrate his promotion to chainnan
of the Board. In consultation with the
manager last ,..-eek, he has planned the entire
dinner to be served in tradional Frend1 style
\vith only minor variations. The 2nd table
~111 order from the menu and be served
American Club Style. In this type of service
the entree is placed and garnished in the
kitchen, then placed before the guest. The
vegetables and potatoes are.then served.individually,by.the servor.

Party of four are seated at
table 1. A is the host, D,B are
the ladies, C man. Captain is
standing between A&B. TI1e host
. '.
had ordered wine as an appetizer
The c~ptain se~es the wine •..~
'··.
and the captain is showing the
label to A. The captain then
removes the cork and places it
...
.......-"'
in front of A's plate. He then
pours an oz. into A's blass and
steps back. A tasted tlre \vine
and nods his approval. TI1e
MUSIC
captain then pours \vine clock1vise
for B and D, Then C&A.
Background music continues without backgroW'ld
convcrs;1tion.
Captain then places wine in bucket
and exits to the left.
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CMAA T.V. PROGRAM
DESIGN SHEET
PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER

CAMERA

7

VIDEO
Maitre d' reads guests
into scene followed by
captain. They meat
guests, Maitre d' exits to
the left.
Captain stands between
A and B to take beverage
orders on a note pad.

Camera covers
table H2, as
Maitre d' &
captain seat guests.
camera straight on
MS.

PACE#_OF_ __

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD

DATE._ _ _ _ __

AUDIO
NARRATION
Maitre d'

"Enjoy your evening.
'I"

'

r ~

"

Male Guest- "Thank you"
Captain "May I serve you any cocktails?

" y t;..;:.~;-n4~NK
-/' ·~ . .

Guest

~!ale

'

• f

,J

l<JV•.

NARRATOR
The captain is taking the orders
by standing between two guests.
He uses the order-clock procedure.
lie \<Jill usually be given the ladies
order first, but will leave space
to put each order into it's proper
p 1ace. C. A r.1 '('11\, rJ C....E".A. v€'"'b .
·n-t «;;; !; <.1 ~ ~ v k e .r €""S ~ ~~ E ~

·{NQT~ TH-Ar I~ ~~'-9!:. 6-lfiS~~
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CMAA T.V. P~GRAM
DESIGN SHEET

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD

PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE

*

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER

--------

CAMERA
Camera ·on
table #2. MS
cut in as server is
serving last drink.
Hold while host
raises glass to
propose toast. Pan
left to table #1.

PAGE#_OF_ __

8

VIDEO
The guests are
seated at table Drinks are
in front of B,C,and D.
Scene starts with server
#2 placing drink for A
along side of service
plate.
A raises glass to propose

toast as other guests
comply scene changes to
table lfl.
Server #1 is serving
the soup course to B,
then C,D, and A.
C~ptain follows replenshing
w1ne glasses.

Guests are conversing with
each other. Heads turning,
lips moving, very ~low
action . One conversation
at a time starting with B.

-------

DATE

AUDIO
NARRATOR
"In our club the service plate remains
on the cover until the entree is served.
The service is :prompt, very gracious,
but unobtrusive (never showy)
and our personnel like their jobs
and show it by their attitude and job
performance.
They wait for th~ members to speak
first, never starting a conversation
(not connected with service}., o14:P
always with a smile."
Traditionally we serve from the left
and remove from the right, with the
exception of beverages".

MUSIC
Background music continued.

"'
CMAA T.V. PROGRAM
DESIGN SHEET
PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER

CAMERA
Camera on
Captain who has table
with salad ingredients
between the 2 tables.
lle is facing the camera
Use MS then zoom for CS
of first his hands and
salad. Stay through
first plate preparation.
Then back to MC to show
server # 1 removing
salad dishes. Use straight
on shots as much
as possible.

PAGE#_OF_ __

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD
9

DATE

"-------

VIDEO
Captain is facing camera
behind table with Caesar
salad ingredients on it.
He starts putting in his
materials, then tossing
the salad.

AUDIO
NARRATOR
"We are now going to ~"~observe
the entire "French Style" dinner
being served. Care is taken to
see that the salad ingredients
are coated with the dressing but are
not broken into smaller pieces.

Camera zooms in to closeup
of his hands and salad bowl.
He prepares the first plates.
Server #1 now moves to right
~ hand end of table, recieves
salad for guests B and D and
serves them.

The plating is ~one so that the
complete salad is in the center
of the plate.
The salad~dishes.are removed from
the right and placed on a tray
under this system the table fq
cleared smoothly and quietly.
The s.ervor follows two basic principles (1) he
does n?t.remove any plates until all the guest
have f1n1shed, and· (2) he removes (and if
necessary .replaces) all used ·flat ware.
lv1USIC
Background music

continue~.

CMAA T.V.
DESIGN SHEET
PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER

CAMERA

P~~RAM

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD
10

VIDEO

Captain enters from left
and
slowly displays roast
Camera on Captain
·
on
tray
- he moves ·from A
who is circling
to
C
then
back to A where
the table displaychef
and
table
await the
ing the roast. MS
roast.
to start, cs on
tray.
Chef carves and prepares
one
plate. Plate is
Captain then place
passed
to server.
tray on table in
front of chef. MS
of chef working,
then cs of plate.
MS of server serving B.

PAGE/I_OF_ __

DATE._ _ _ _ __

AUDIO
"The manager has arranged with the chef to prepare a crown roast of lamb and for him personally
to carve for this very special dinner. It clearly
emphasizes to ·
H ·~
that this is his club
and management cares about him personally. The
Captain is displaying the roast for the approval
of the members.
The chef has an opportunity to show his skills
as he carves the roast and prepares the plates.
He is an artist as can be seen by the arrangement
and garnishing that he is doing, and getting
pride and satisfaction from doing it.
The server is now checking the small details that
make this a dining experience. The wine, the
water, the croissants, the butter-to make sure the
members are being well taken care of.
BACKGROUND MUSIC CONTINUED.

CMAA T.V. P~GRAM
DESIGN SHEET

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD

PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE 11

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER·-------

CAMERA

VIDEO
Cart is positioned
diagonally behind A
with captain behind
it. He has plated
four pastries.

of captain plating
a dessert from the
pastry cart. Cart
is diagonally behind
A. Pan right to C. ~IS
to show server removing
~ast entree plate from
table and placing on
tray Pan to left as
server approaches
Captains cart. Follow
bac~ to table as
desserts are placed
before guests.

~~

Server removes last
plate from table,
places it on the tray
stand and approaches
dessert cart.
The server places
desserts around table.
2nd server enters from
right and starts pouring
coffee following 1st.
server.

removed dessert plates.

PAGE#_OF_ __

DATE_ _ _ _ __

AUDIO
NARRATOR

" The coffee is served using saucer as a shield
so t~at the member can not get splashed!
Just the little extra touch that is expected
in our club."

~IUSIC

Background music continued.

CMAA T.V. PRoGRAM
DESIGN SHEET
PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE 12

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER-------

CAMERA
Zoom in CS ··
on Cordial cart.
Server is positioned
it between A&D.
Zoom back to ~IS
t include server.

PAGE#_OF_ __

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD

VIDEO
Cordials are visable
before A,B,&C, Server
is pouring cordial at
cart for D and serves it
on an underliner.
2nd server approaches
from right with coffee ..,
pot and is smilingly waved
away.
Actors very relaxed.

DATE._ _ _ _ __

AUDIO
NARRATOR

Dining at our club is a complete
event. The care, professional pride and
interest of our employees is clearly
shown.

~!USIC

Background music continued.

CMAA T.V. P~GRAM
DESIGN SHEET
PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER

CAMERA

13

VIDEO

Captain places checks
on tray (or in folder) on
the right of A.

of table
#1. Action
will be on A&B.
~lS

PAGE#_OF_ __

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD

A signs check while
captain moves to assist
B, holding chair.

DATE._ _ _ _ __

AUDIO

NARRATOR

"Our club considers the parting procedure
an important part of the dining room service.
The check is presented promptly but
the member is never hurried to sign it.

.

Courtesies are always extended both on
entrance and exit."

MJSIC

Background music continues.

CMAA T.V. PRoGRAM
DESIGN SHEET
PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER - - - - - - -

CAMERA

1'-l.S of table

#2. Captain
is standing between
A&B to take appetizer,
salad and entree order.

PAGE#_OF_ __

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD
14

VIDEO

DATE._ _ _ _ __

AUDIO
NARRATION

Captain is wri.ting order
on his pad. He addresses
guests and they order appetizers,
salad, and dinner.

As an appetizer tonight we have fresh

After taking order captain hands
member wine list.

B LADY " I Mihave. a shrimp cocktail"

Ca:etain "Are you ready to Order?

Oysters on the half shell.

D LADY "A fruit cup".

Guest nopassent to salad.

A MAN

"I'll have the oysters."

C MAN

"The stra\-.rperries Dubonnet".

Ca:etain "Thank-you. Our special salad.
is the \~estvie\v.,._In addition to our
regular menu \ve have Fresh Snapper .
Caprice. This is sauted in butter \vlth
banana slices.
LADY B

"I' 11 have the snapper".

LADY D

"I' 11 have the roast beef''

Cantain "How would you like it prepared?'.'
LADY D "Medium rare, plea;;e" .
Mit~ A' ."I'll,have ·the'·roast beef, ·r~re, please".

.

MtlJ.;.

C~ ;'Pli ~have the 'snapper"~". .

'P..AI\1\.T

A

'
... Captain· "Would you like to see a wine list?"
f'IV--

_

_, _ _ _ _ , ,

CMAA T.V.
DESIGN SHEET

P~GRAM

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD

PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE 14

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER --------------

CAMERA

VIDEO

PAGE#_OF_ __

DATE._ _ _ _ __

AUDIO
CAPTAIN "Last time your were here you ordered
our Chocolate souffle". Would you care
for this as your dessert tonight?
I should alert the kitchen now if you do.
Because it take 45 minutes to prepare.
"Yes let's have one and put it on my
check".
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CMAA T.V. PROGRAM
DESIGN SHEET
PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE 15

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER - - - - - - -

CAMERA
MS of souffle
on tray . Zoom
in to show it
being plated.
Crurera straight on.
Follmv senrers
to first tlvo guests.

PAGE#_OF_ __

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD

VIDEO
2 senrers from left" with
2 trays. Souffle and plates on
on tray, whipped cream and
chocolate on other. Souffle
is displayed to members ,
moving from A to C and back
to A. Souffle is placed and tray
stand and plates arc prepared.
Server #1 serves, Server # 2
Serves chocolate and whipped
cream.

DATE_ _ _ _ __

AUDIO
NARRATOR
'~1e meal is climaxed by this beautiful
unusual dessert, that says at our club,
we care. Our club is noted for its specials
and this is recommended for all clubs.

The members pay for and expect some things
different and they get it here.

MUSIC
None

CMAA T.V.
DESIGN SHEET

P~~RAM

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD

PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE 16

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER --------------

CAMERA
NS of meetings.

VIDEO
""f

~

DATE____________

AUDIO
.,. "

Tne Manage:r: ;.. Chef and ·Mait.re d I
are
..seated. at
..
..
.. a table .
'

PAGE#_OF_ __

~

The Maitre d.' have the· ~tiiff,
lined up at the rear of the
dining room.

NARMTOR
The success of our club begins on
planning, training and the working relationship
of the staff. The communication media used
by th~ Manager is meeting.
We see .the. Manager. meeting wi'th his Chef and ·.
·~itre d' to discuss a new menu item.
The second meeting is between the Maitre d'
his Captains and service staft to do two very
important things:
1. To inspect them to see that they are
properly uniformed and personable, and
2. To discuss the days menu.

'

CMAA T.V. PROGRAM
DESIGN SHEET

SCRIPT/STORYBOARD

PRODUCTION SCRIPT

SCENE.

TITLE YCISYR

NUMBER - - - - - - -

CAMERA
Jse dining room·
;cene.

VIDEO
Use film from dining
room mob scene.

PAGE#_OF_ __

20
DATE,_ _ _ _ __

AUDIO
NARRATOR

The object of this film is to stimulate interest
in
· _ ·· ""aising dining room standards.
And to illustrate that clubs do serve you right!
TI1anks to the talented Florida International
University , School of Hospitality M:magement
students of the Sunblazer Chapter who assisted
Ted white, Professor at the University in writing
producing.and directing'this project.
1HE END

CREDITS

A special thanks to Don Sheehy, General
Manager of Westview Country Club and its
members who graciously provided the use
of their beautiful club during the filming.

APPENDIX C
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Written Examination Accompanying Training Film
"Your Club It Serves You Right"
1.

The first rule for success in any venture is inspection
by the captain for table setup and cleanliness of each table.
True

2.

3.

The two types of service depicted in the film are
TRADITIONAL FRENCH with minor variations and AMERICAN CLUB
STYLE SERVICES.
True
False----The seven steps of proper wine service are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

4.

Show
Open
Give
Give

the host the label
the bottle
the cork to the host
host tasting

(5) Get host's approval before
serving
(6) Serve ladies and other
guests first; host last.
(7) Place wine in wine bucket

True
False
.
It is not necessary to remove the water glass from the table
while pouring.
True

. 5.

False

False

Coffee cups are not to be removed from the table when pouring
coffee •
. True

False

6.

Soups, salads, and entrees are served to the guests' left.

7.

True
False----Water, coffee and other liquids are served to the guests' right.
True

8.

False
Vegetables are served to the guests' right.
-True

False

9.

The serv1ce plate is removed from under the soup dish
before serving the soup.

10.

True
False
Serving rolls separetely is economically wise and provides
a special touch to service.

11.

False
True----The key to success of any club's dining program is planning,
training, and developing a good working relationship between
managers and staff.
True

False

APPENDIX D

FLOHIDA. INTEHNATION/\.L Ul\:IVEHSITY
TAMIAMI

CAMPUS

•

MIAMI,

FLORIDA

33199

•

(305)

554

2591

HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT

Mr. Charles E. Smith, CCM
Club Mana~ers Association of America
7615 Winterberry Place
P.O. Box 34482
Bethesda, 1"1aryland 20817
Dear Mr. Smith:
Attached as an inclosure to this letter is a study done
by one o~ our graduate students, Terry Clark, on the subject
of video-taped training films relating specifically to club
management. The end product of this study is a video tape and
supplementary written exam covering the proper serving techniques of Wine Service, French Style Service and "American Club
Style Service" (Inclosed).
The idea behind this study is:

(1)

There currently are no training films produced
unique to club ma~agement.

(2)

A Cl"mA Library could be established at National
Headquarters by student chapters producing a
new film each year under the auspices of the
IRP Committee.

(3)

That funds operqted from the sale of these
video tapes will help offset travel and
lodgin~ expenses to local, regional and
national Cl"lAA Conferences for student members
of the University producing a film.

The mechanics of how we see this being handled are as
follows:
{1)

The filrr. masters will be provided Cl"mA National
Headquarters.

(?.)

Cl"~ National Headquarters will market anq
advertise the availability of the film. ·

(1)

Or>ders received by CHAA National Headquarters
will be filled by CHAA National Headquarters
in cooperation with a duplicating company in
the Washington, D.C. area.
THE STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA
EO:JAL O"'PORTU"JITY £\<P:

0> fR
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....~,al£
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FLORIDA. INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
TAMIAMI

CAMPUS

•

MIAMI,

FLORIDA

33199

•

(305)

554-2591

HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT

(4)

Sellin~

(5)

Profits from the sale of the film will be
divided equally between Cf1AA, the South
Florida Seminole Chapter, and the Florida
International University Foundation,
Hospitality School (CMAA) Accounts, and
distributed on a quarterly basis.

price of the film will be $100.00.

Please advise as to your consideration of this proposal
so we can ~;et the ball rolling."
11

Sincerely,

TED WHITE
cc:

Raymond D. Watts, CCM
James E. Petzing, CCM
James H. Brewer, CCM
Walker M. Brown, CCM
Don Sheehy
Gene i'Tarshall

THE STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA
f0UAI OPPORTUNITY f',IP: OYER
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VITA
SHELBY TERRY CLARK
Shelby "Terry" Clark was born in New York City, July 28,

1945, but was raised on a farm in Southern Illinois where his
interests included music, religion and sports.

After

seve~al

college major changes from music to psychology to business, he
entered the Army in 1968 as a private.

Enlisted service

(advancing to the rank of staff sergeant) of four years consisted
primarily of administrative duties in Vietnam and Germanyo
Following completion of Infantry Officers Candidate
School, he spent several years in airborne combat units and later
as an aide for a general officer (four years).
field of club management in 1977.
received his tenth

u.s.

He entered the

Captain Clark recently

Army selection for promotion to major

and will become the Installation Club Manager at Fort Monroe,
Virginia in May, 1983.
He has been married to Cynthia.Laver Clark (Erie, Pennsylvania) for fourteen years and has two boys, Brady Ryan and
Tyler Newton.
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